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FB2550 rev 5.0 Enhancements

Fairbanks continues to enhance the FB2550 instrument product line. This SDL provides a brief
overview of some of the enhancements which are included in all FB2550s with rev 5.0 or higher
software. Rev 5.0 software began shipping August 1, 2014.
Please review the following pages for information about these enhancements.

If you have any questions, concerns, or comments feel free to give me a call at 816-448-4249 or
by e-mail to dmashaney@fairbanks.com

New feature

Description

Axlematic
Applications

Provides Axlematic
functions for either
Short Platform Axle
Scales or Full Length
Platform Axle Scales.
See SDL 7050 for full
details!

Enhanced
QWERTY
keyboard
navigation

For folks who are more
comfortable using a
keyboard, you can
now use an external
QWERTY keyboard to
completely navigate
through the FB2550
menu structure. Use
the TAB key to
highlight an item in the
displayed menu
(SERVICE MENU is
highlighted in the
image to the right) and
press ENTER to select
it. SHIFT + TAB will
back you up one item.

Backup and
restore ONLY
the ticket
formats

Now you can choose
to backup and restore
just the ticket formats.
The full backup and
restore option
remains; this is a new
feature. If you have a
ticket format you really
like or use frequently,
this new feature
makes the FB2550
even easier to use.
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Increased font
size on the
weigh screen
HOT KEY
Lists.

The font size for the
Inbound List, Customer
List and Product List
has been significantly
increased.
These lists are
displayed on the weigh
screen when the cursor
is in the appropriate
field and the F3 key is
pressed.

Change to
Manual Traffic
Control

Previously, when the
FB2550 Traffic Control
was set to MANUAL,
once the transaction
was complete, the
traffic light would
automatically switch to
GREEN. In many
applications the end
user prefers to have
100% control over the
state of the traffic light.
This has been updated.
Now with rev 5.0 the
traffic light only
changes when the
Operator changes the
traffic light icon. There
is no automatic switch
to green when the
transaction is
completed.

Programmable The Blind Counter now
Blind Counter has a programmable
thresholds.
threshold for the
weight to balance
before the counter is
triggered. The
threshold is set in
seconds. A setting of
“0” will capture all
weights above the
threshold weight
setting.
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Emailed Blind
Counter
Images

If the Blind Counter is
properly configured
and the cameras are
installed and
configured, you can
configure the FB2550
to automatically email
the image captured.

Sample Blind
Counter Image
Email

Reformat the
internal SD
card

In situations where
you may need to
replace the SD card,
this new feature
makes reformatting
the SD card a snap.
No multi-step process
or QWERTY keyboard
required.
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Daily
Transaction
EXPORT

You can now enable
the FB2550 to
automatically export
all of today's
transactions to a
network folder at the
end of the day. The
exported file will land
in the shared folder
location on the
network you define.
The export occurs once
per day, automatically
about 5 minutes after
midnight.
A new file will be
created each day, with
the date of the export
in the file name.
Sample file name =
Report-20140805xxxxxx.csv
This export is known
as the “Daily”. The
Daily export can be
configured to email or
to export to a network
folder.
Previously, the Daily
export was a
truncated report which
did not include the
prompt data captured
during the transaction.
Now with rev 5.0, the
Daily export provides
all the transaction
data, including
prompt data.

Active 4-20mA

We now offer a
passive 4-20 mA
option and an ACTIVE
4-20Ma option.
See SDL 7052 for
details.
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Shutdown
Management
System

The Shutdown
Management System
provides a controlled
shutdown process for
the FB2550
instruments even in
situations where there
is a loss of incoming
power or when the
instrument is
unplugged.

Tag Table List

The FB2550 now
features a Tag Table
List Report so you can
quickly generate a
printout or email a
complete list of all of
the Tag records
created in your
FB2550 DAT.
Remember, the Tag
table only functions
when the FB2550 is in
the DAT mode. See
sample Tag List
Report below.
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